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JUST ONE TIME
Norm Fairbairn
Look at you,
all tousled hair,
bandy legs,
a suntanned beanpole.
I am here,
against the law,
but looking nonetheless,
camouflaged and bereft.
There you are,
part of them
but all of me,
on your sunny picnic.
Look at you,
your father's smile,
your grandfather's gait,
a barely perceptible sprinkling of me.
16 years down an empty road,
16 years since the brides of God,
white-veiled with frozen wombs,
tore you from me.
Justified by some twisted morality,
forcing my hand across the page,
after just one kiss,
and one embrace.
Look at you,
all smiles and a good life behind,
I'm happy for that.
Smile on my lost boy,
live well and don't think of me,
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don't dwell like me for 16 years,
let no bitterness flow,
don't pledge to trade everything,
to say I love you, just one time

SUNKISSED
Robert Dunn
She touches me
Discreetly
Slipping in through that not contained
Fingers of incandescence
Rousing me
From where I have been
Her luminous presence grows
Until she is fully realised
And settles upon me
Bathing my mind in possibilities
Like a trickle of icy water released
And soon
Flooding back, irreversibly
She reaches in
And hauls me from darkness
Into the light
Eyes flung open
I burst into consciousness
Searching
Above, beyond
For the source of this wild intrusion
Only to cower under her blinding beauty
Her essence
Untouchable
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JUST A KID
Sian Furniss
February 28th
Freedom is a hard edge to hold I thought as I walked over the short
concrete bridge to the steel framed doors where people behind screens and
cameras searched my body for risk. I moved from one foot to the other in my
black shiny slip on shoes with tassels and no laces. And when I was about to
push the small red button of the intercom, the door clicked open and I
grabbed it with a tug.
I made my way inside the air-conditioned room set at twenty-four
degrees, to the front desk found behind an A4 size hole cut out in the wall. I
put my hand through the window, giving my ID to the man with an earpiece
and keys that laughed when he breathed. ‘We only have box visits today. Will
that be ok?’ he asked. How do you expect me to get to know a kid behind
Perspex glass, I thought, yet replied, ‘That’s fine.’
I walked through the metal detector that beeped with recognition, but
no one came out to check. Instead the next door opened with a clink and a
tug, to the next door with a clink and a tug and with a laughing of keys I was
sitting on a chair bolted to the ground, in an aluminum box with a grate for
conversation to fall between, and a cloudy Perspex window cut with scars like
the arms of the boy standing opposite.
He took off his jumper and shoes and left them at the door but snuck in
his playing cards. The doors clinked shut and I began my routine of questions
and explanations. Finishing with a promise to see him on the outside where
he would have the freedom to jump over fences to run away from me and I
had limited freedom to chase.
July 3rd
I pulled up in a Toyota Corolla on the empty street outside his house.
Midday sun burned through the windscreen and my white skin cried from its
contact, begging for a release from the forty-degree summer days. I cut the
engine, and sweat collected under my armpits and across my forehead,
waltzing down my face and pooling at the top of my lip. I took a deep breath,
in and out, and repeated for good luck. Then before I could falter, I opened
the door.
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I walked across the front yard, through the moat of brown dust that
dimmed the shine of my black leather shoes with each step. Sheets of
plywood timber were nailed to the window frames and next to the cracked
concrete driveway, flies circled the remains of a tortoise coloured cat. I
stepped up the front steps and over the beer cans and chip packets that had
collected like tumbleweed along the weatherboard skirting. Across the front
door a painting of the Aboriginal flag was faded beneath the graffitied
declarations to lovers and enemies alike, and written in blue ink on yellowed
paper a message instructed visitors to “go around the back”.
I knocked. And waited.
November 25th
I sat on another cold steel chair bolted to the floor and rested my head
in my hands and massaged my temples. The clock that hung out of reach on
the dull green walls read 3.10pm and I thought, they’ve forgotten about me
again. I clicked the pen to pass time and the room echoed the sound of a
solitary cricket lost in the 5am dawn. I thought back to when I first met him,
15 years old and tough. He was tall, solidly built with brown eyes as deep as
midnight and dark skin that reflected the earth he so proudly came from.
Keys laughed at the door opposite me and my eyes focused back to the
cold, empty room.
He stepped through and his mask changed briefly to a smile as he
nodded his head in greeting. He sat and he talked about the fresh cuts that
crisscrossed over old wounds and he opened gently like the soft turning
pages of a novel caught in a spring breeze.
Sometimes the memories come too close.
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THE CLOSING CEREMONY
Michaela Simoni
I rode my bike into a huge arena
along roads forming intercepting rings
– the other Olympic site
I peddle past a parade of participants
with no flags, no banners.
Here signs mark cultures and beliefs.
No anthems, no cheers, just a crow’s chorus.
Some rich, some heroes, some P platers, some soldiers
tagged with worn out script:
“Loved ” – “Missed” – “Will join their ...”
“In memory of” – “Gone before” – “R.I.P.”
Their times on stone forever recorded.
No country wins. No cheating. No TV rights.
No ads. No medal tally.
Here a split second or a centimetre
means nothing
each did their best.
Some had more, some achieved more, some had less.
Trophies are dried wreaths and plastic faded flowers
presented by friends and family.
Above the ground we represent
our post code, our country, our creed
– who we follow on the digital screens.
Under, we are still segregated
parked in parking bays.
There is no choice.
The start for these athletes was
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not with the sound of a gun
but a baby’s cry.
Loved, struggled, competed, completed life
ended at the same finishing line.
So close to the Homebush stadiums
tennis blockbusters and crowds.
These athletes here remain quiet and out of sight.
One day we will all take our place.
I can exit now ... they can’t.

SNOWFLAKES
Lisel Herrmann
Snowflakes fall without a sound
Happy children are at play
Building snowmen on the ground.
Happy children can be found
Out in the yard this winter’s day
Snow falls gently on the ground.
Snowflakes falling on the ground
Small hands brush the flakes away
Building snowmen all around.
Snowmen standing all around
Winter’s really here to stay
Snowflakes fall without a sound.
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GRANDMA’S LAMENTS
Dona Samson Zappone
she wasn’t a warm fuzzy granny like other
grannies, nona, gramps, grampy or nenek
she would get angry for the most ridiculous reasons
nothing i said or did made her happy
her anger would strike like a samurai sword
one whizz of that sword – i was a simpering mess
it would catch me by surprise and shock.
that little smack across the head, or that
swish of that rattan across my legs for
misdeeds, for just being a girl
with my head in the clouds,
in a book
climbing trees
swimming in the muddy river
running wild with my brothers
Grandmother would moan and complain with father
these children are very naughty,

Anak-anak ini nakal
nenek mengaduh degan ayah
Always playing outside with the boys, unruly, ungrateful.

Main-main di-luar degan
Budak-budak lelaki, kurung ajar!
Father would say – mother leave them be, they’re just children
Let them play outside, have some fun.
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FOCUS
Paul O’Loughlin
When Prue came in, Caedy was on the phone
*I was gloved for the operation*
Did I see a beast, or the shadow of its shape
Run through the room past Prue
And deeper into the arteries of the house?
It was an insignificant operation
Removing the thoughts of a philosopher –
Like changing the diaper which collected the excreta
Of the wonderfully temperate burrow which we occupy
I call Prue back (she has gone to the next room)
The crying reply tells me it’s too late –
She has become victim of the rapist lurking within her
Whilst assuring her there is safety in the destabilisation of our energy
Sewing up my mess – a habit others would be prudent to copy,
To shut away the damage they are probable to cause –
I seek to soothe the broken Prue; the corpse lay quietly on the kitchen
bench
Amidst scalpels, organic vegetables and a furtively discarded potato peeler
Caedy’s phone conversation seems to have come to an end
I witness body twitches which could indicate listening to music
[Somewhere outside the silence descends like a cloud]
Withdrawing within oneself Caedy becomes more perceptive than we can
know
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THE TREE
Dannielle Viera
Gary wandered through the park, kicking loose pebbles on the path. He was
alone again; it was not easy to make friends when you were the new kid in
town. The bush-like park offered a secluded haven for both him and his
troubles.
Shining through the leaves of the nearby trees, the sun made shadowy
patterns on the ground. A zephyr rippled through the leaves, and the
shadows transformed into new shapes. The top of each blade of grass
swayed gently to inaudible music. A gloomy atmosphere permeated the park,
which suited Gary’s dark mood.
He left the path and scrambled down a rocky embankment to a driedout riverbed. Quite a few trees grew here, too, blocking out most of the
sunlight, so it was some time before his eyes adjusted to the duskiness and
he could see the riverbed properly. Sandstone rocks lay askew, mirroring the
meandering marks on the scribbly gum trunks. Patches of bushy grass poked
out from the oddest places. Gary soon grew bored with exploring the
riverbed, so he climbed up the opposite bank and made his way through a
large grove of trees.
The thicket was dim and cool. Gary’s discontent flowed from him, drawn
out by the calming shade. Suddenly he had an urge to do something he
hadn’t done in years. He wanted to climb a tree, to be the king of his own
private world. His eyes moved up and down the smooth surfaces of the gums
he was passing, searching for the tallest climbable tree. None would suffice,
however. Gary’s shoulders slumped.
He continued on, yanking leaves off bushes in frustration. Then he saw it: a
long, thick root that could only belong to a magnificent tree. Gary followed the
root, and his eyes almost popped out of his head when he saw the tree. A
majestic oak floated in the middle of a eucalypt sea. The trunk was as thick as
twenty gums, and the shapely boughs arose like the arms of an elegant lady. As
the wind whispered through the leaves, it seemed to beckon Gary. He stumbled
around the tree, dumbfounded.
On the other side of the trunk, he was astonished to see a yawning hole.
It was as tall as him, about a metre across, and it was pitch black inside. The
hole intrigued him. How could a tree live with this opening gnawing at its
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base? As he moved to look inside the hole, Gary heard singing coming from
somewhere behind him. The notes dancing through the air were strangely
appealing, so he decided to find out who was making them.
Not far from his tree, Gary came across some children playing around a
jungle gym in a clearing. The girls were singing and skipping, and the boys
were playing tag. A boy he recognised from his class spied him and called out,
‘Gary, you wanna play hide and seek?’ He was puzzled by the friendly
gesture, yet he ran to join the boys. This might be his chance to finally make
some friends!
A younger boy called Pete started counting. The other boys raced
towards the bush, intending to take cover among the trees. Gary knew where
he was going to hide.
The hole seemed larger from the outside, he thought. As his eyes grew
accustomed to the dark, he was able to discern the inside of the trunk. Flakes
were peeling off the interior surface of the tree, creating a layer of tan and
brown litter on the ground. The air inside the tree burned Gary’s nostrils; the
stomach-churning smell was a mixture of rotting vegetation and something
else.
The sound of footsteps close by made him step back and press himself
up against the deepest part of the trunk. He strained so hard he thought he
would blend into the tree itself. After a while, he heard his name. ‘Gary,
where are you? You can come out now.’
He tried to crawl out of the hole, but his body remained fastened to the
trunk wall. The more he struggled, the more the tree held him with an iron-like
grip. The force was so strong that it felt as though his flesh was tearing away
from his bones. Gary swivelled his eyes to look at his right arm, and a cry of
alarm escaped from his lips. His skin was turning shades of tan and brown and
flaking off. His other arm began to suffer the same fate, and he could feel his
face start to itch and peel.
‘Gary!’ Pete’s voice echoed around the bush and into the tree.
Gary gathered up all of his strength in a final bid for freedom. ‘Help me!’
he tried to scream, but all he could manage was a rustle and a beckoning
whisper.
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When I think of catabolism, there are images of old men’s thighs, with the flesh dripping off the
bones, in polo shorts. The thigh meat boils into gristle, while the shorts pierce my eyes with their
colour, cavernous blue and glaring white. Then the flesh keeps dripping down, into gaps in
wheelchairs, neat upholstery, grey beds. I think it’s disgusting. To get old, reliant on death.
{I think I’m kind of in love with you.}
{I think I’m kind of in love with you.}
{I think I’m kind of in love with you.}

dear
where the soul meets
the grain
you
will
feel
__

The walls are crinkled. It makes me
{I think I’m kind of in love with you.
I think I’m kind of in love with you.
sick. An obligation to shower is eating
at me. There’s one giant sigh between
I think I’m kind of in love with you.
this bed and that shower. Morning
I think I’m kind of in love with you.}
has broken, or it is broken. Ha ha. I’m so witty. Why doesn’t anyone see that? I’ve already watched
this scene four times today. Another one may just push me over the edge into a complete desperado.
{I think I’m kind of in love with you.}
That’s it, that’s the last time. Bernie is
already worried about me.

EXTRUDE
Kathryn Neto

THE MASTERPIECE
Lindy Courtney
Mother or daughter
Mary or Hazel
would lay the body
and wait. And whatever
blood, agony or terror
went into the making
was absorbed
into the masterpiece. A beautifully
executed vivisection, millions of years
of natural selection and
they would wait for you to appear
and when you did
your freckled faces would show disgust
and I who did not love
could see behind their cat faces
and know
this was their gift to you.
And just like Mary or Hazel
I laboured on the train, absorbed in delivering
the slenderest neatest of cuts. And
like them I lay the book down
and waited for you
to see my masterpiece but
all I could see
was the vivisected rat.
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MURDER IN A WESTFIELD PARRAMATTA CINEMA
Danielle Catherine
At what point in time did this town turn feral?
One year living in a secluded North Parramatta apartment with Netflix
dinners, balcony herb garden and multicultural cooking experiments has
made me an outcast in my own town, an alien in a brave new world where
reasonable expectations of etiquette are no longer discernible.
Resisting my innate desire to control all conditions in my immediate
environment, I catch the bus to Westfield Parramatta to watch the remake of
Murder on the Orient Express. ‘This is bound to be a pleasant weekend
excursion,’ says my mind, prone to baseless optimism.
Ten minutes into the film screening, my mouth is dry, and not because
they over-salted the popcorn. I can’t sit still. I steady myself by grasping the
armchair handles.
I have to do something.
In an unexpected twist to the conventional plot structure of my day, the
stabbing of Ratchett has awakened a primal urge to assassinate my fellow
cinema-goers. Let’s call it natural selection, where the weakest (or least
intelligent) are no longer allowed to evolve.
Murder: an action plan
Step One: Shoot the teenage girl with purple hair right through her
purple hair, so she stops burping like a goat every time Johnny Depp appears.
‘A-huh a-huh a-huh’ – BANG!
Step Two: Hurl an unopened two-litre Coke bottle at the businessman
who has proceeded to answer an international phone call mid-movie. ‘Sure,
I’m free to discuss the pain points of the India hub merger...’ – BOING!
Step Three: Impale the millennials next to me for whispering frivolous
commentary that they will probably post on Rotten Tomatoes in an
unreadable, spelling-mistake-riddled user review. ‘Judy Dench’s make-up
makes her look like she’s on drugs.’ – STAB!
Step Four: Lob an explosive device at the surprisingly agile punks in the
front row. They have decided to use the carpeted section near the screen to
show off their forward rolls and planking. ‘Yo Blakey boi, look what I can do.’
– BOOM!
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My plan is flawless. A happy ending, guaranteed. I would find out who
killed Ratchett without being interrupted by deranged goats, corporate
euphemisms, unsolicited opinions or emo gymnastics. I consider the
embarrassing actions of other people a justifiable motive for murder.
Parramatta Police would surely dismiss the case on the grounds of urban
renewal.
I could tell my future offspring that there was a point in time when this
town turned feral, albeit briefly. As skyscraper apartments pierced the
Parramatta skyline, and a monolithic stadium emerged from the dust of a
drained and demolished swimming pool, reasonable expectations of
etiquette were no longer discernible. Society had disintegrated, evident in
the self-indulgent anarchy of a Westfield Parramatta cinema on a Saturday
afternoon. Until a revolutionary woman – your mother – fought for our
freedom to watch a surprisingly decent Hollywood remake on the big screen
in silence. Tragically, lives were lost in the battle, but these lives weren’t
contributing very much to the world anyway.
From the ancient sandstone gaol in the North to the sprawling polluted
freeway in the South, things are now as they once were. Uninterrupted.
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THE PLAN
Wafa Kulsoom Khan
They had been married for 30 years. It had not begun with the wild type of
love that attacks your heart in a moment of passion, but with a calm
conversation between their mothers. They were distant family friends and it
made sense for them to marry one another. It was only a few years into their
marriage that she grew to love him for his soft, peaceful presence. He
preferred to spend his time on the rooftops playing with the pigeons unlike
the neighbours’ husbands, who smoked cigarettes and debated politics over
dinner.
She loved him yet did not understand him. Every day she watched him
climb up the side ladder of the house just before sunset, when the birds were
most alive and chirping. He would sprinkle seeds onto his balding head and
spread his arms wide like a crucifix. The pigeons would assemble on his arms
as if it was a telephone line and take turns pecking at his crown. At parties
the women would comment on the dents stippled across his bare head.
‘Do you think he’s gone a bit senile, Miriam?’ a lady with too much
makeup said.
‘He’s got a fine mind,’ she responded.
One day he revealed The Plan to her. Alarmed, she picked up the phone
to call the doctor.
‘No, no dear,’ he said, ‘I’ve thought about The Plan for a long time.
Besides, I have never felt quite right in this life.’
She cried for a few nights but then remembered how beautifully happy
he looked when he was with his pigeons. He even looked like a pigeon
himself, with his Roman hooked nose and small bright eyes.
‘Okay, my love,’ she said a few nights later, ‘I’ll play my part in your
Plan.’
He smiled and crooned.
On the day of The Plan they ate breakfast and then set to work. She
gathered all the knitting wool she owned – red, blue, green, orange – and
plaited fifty sturdy ropes. She tied these to his arms and legs whilst he put on
safety goggles and tightened his belt. Finally, she knotted silver rings onto the
ropes for his friends to hold onto. She ran her hands over his body, making
sure everything was secure. Then she kissed him, trembling and crying.
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‘I love you, Miriam ... look after yourself and don’t you mind the
neighbours’ gossip.’
He walked to the edge of the balcony and whistled a song beyond
human language. Fifty of his dearest friends arrived and clamped on the
ringed rope with their robust beaks. He laughed and petted them. His face
glowed with happiness as he kissed her goodbye and jumped.
At first Miriam panicked because she lost sight of him, but he soon
glided back into view. The pigeons, with a passion more powerful than the
laws of physics, carried him all the way towards their home in the horizon.
Moments later he disappeared from the plane of human existence.
Miriam watched the magnificent scene with tears and awe. There would
be sadness in her new life alone, but she was glad that he had finally found
peace.

Love Birds by Micha Salloum
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THE TWENTY YEAR AFFAIR
Peter Cartwright
Our first real transgression
was in the park in the dark, on the grass.
Then later, on the floor
while my commitment slept
in the next room, snoring quietly
under her winter blankets.
Bottles of dry sherry
and drunken entanglements
cemented our progress
and we shacked up together
while she, whom I told I would love forever,
was at a funeral
in rainy Queensland.
We smiled in the evening
while she cried through the day.
The drama, like a Shakespearean play,
was intoxicating
and we stumbled around
like giddy children.
We married on a day
that cried in the morning
and smiled in the afternoon.
Your first transgression
was a dark night's car drive away
and eighteen months later
you got married on a day
that smiled up the mountains
while I cried in the city.
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PHOTOS
Terry Dingwall
They sit upon my walls, in shades of black and white
Filling frames both wide and tall, time captured in full flight
Most show us smiley faces, show those we hold most dear
In many far off places, when our memories were so clear
The powers of the human mind, assembles these tones of grey
Forgotten memories there to find, about those long lost days
When someone got his camera out, and told us all to smile
To stand just here or thereabouts, how it would be just a while
Joe did cough, Sam would blink, some would scratch their noses
The while became an hour I think, as we struck a dozen poses
At long last came the final click, and the blinding camera flash
Then the cunning chemical trick, as we paid for it in cash
When a dozen years are past, or maybe just three score
We can gaze upon this scene at last, to wonder just once more
Who the heck is that upon my left, I used to know his name
Cos our memories leave us all bereft, I bet he thinks the same
Who was it had a motorbike, that gave him many scars
Who was the bugger on the right, who said we’d land on Mars
Who was the guy with fart so foul, who had the dreaded behind
Who could make us choke and fall, as we tried fresh air to find
Where was this place behind our ears, in focus soft and blurry
Was it a place of joyful tears, or thunder flame and fury
So, take this warning one and all, and go pick up a pen
Write in the names you can recall, while it is fresh and plain
Mark in the date and tell us where, while it is still brand new
So it is all still written there, when we no longer have a clue
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YESTERDAY
Eric Esber
Yesterday,
my road of pain had ended,
I met someone
in a bank queue.
It was a long line
must have talked forty minutes,
we have the same pet
a Jack Russell.
One of those funny little things,
we lived two corners away from each other.
Ten years me, twelve years for her.
Amazingly all that time, never crossed paths.
She goes shopping at Green Valley shops,
as I do,
Sunday mornings,
when she’s there Sunday evenings.
We both like running,
twice a week,
these streets,
she turns left, I turn right.
Finally, destiny ensured us together,
our lives intersect,
love begins like a volcano,
unstoppable emotions intensify.
I woke up slowly to realise,
it was just a dream,
of a movie, I watched
yesterday.
20

WESTERN ARGUMENTS
Damian Fedele
‘Why the fuck should we go to yours!?’
‘Cause you never come to mine anymore!’
‘It’s because you’re out in the middle of nowhere like thirty minutes
away!’
‘Mate it’s like fifteen minutes away.’
‘Bro, are you driving at three in the morning and running every red
light?’
‘Nah, it’s probably because you drive like shit that it feels longer than it
should, it’s fifteen minutes.’
It was a peaceful evening on the hills of Bonnyrigg Heights. A cool
twenty-five-degree summer wind was sweeping the sun almost completely
away; at the early time of eight o’clock no less! Anthony was set in his usual
mode of complete ambivalence towards the thought of relocation, or any
form of movement. Damo had begun his typical bartering, which always
began with getting the boys to Leppington, the finest new estate in all of
Western Sydney.
‘Leppington’s a shithole!’
‘Piss off dickhead, I’ll drive to mine, we’ll pick up Danny and head down.’
‘Fine, but only cause you’re driving.’
‘You’re a bloody user you are.’
Anthony sat in the passenger seat and slammed the door just hard
enough that it would annoy Damo, then adjusted the seat so that it was as
far back as it could possibly go.
‘Why the fuck do you have to do that?’
‘Shhh, I’m calling Danny.’
Danny was hard at work with a crucial assignment when he picked up
the phone. If he failed this one, as he had failed the last two, it would be his
third consecutive failure of the unit, resulting in a forced deference of his
course.
‘Ayyyyyeee, wassup Ant?’
‘Ayyyyyyeeee, what’re you up to mate?’
‘Got assignments and shit, nothing much.’
‘When’s it due?’
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‘Dunno, like two days or something?’
‘Pfftt, that’s ages, wanna come down to Damo’s?’
‘Bro that’s like no time!’
‘You’ve got tomorrow and the day after! Come chill!’
‘When are you gonna be there?’
‘Like half an hour or something?’
Danny could hear the phone get tossed around between muffled shouts
and yells before he heard Damo scream: ‘FIFTEEN MINUTES’ as Anthony
ripped it back from him.
‘Fuck off dickhead! Sorry, about that mate, you good to come?’
‘Yea I’ll come but I’ll meet you guys there, gotta drive to my brother’s
place after.’
‘Alright, see ya there.’
Ant hung up the phone and realised Damo had already started to drive
past the Brown Road Tway.
‘Dunworry about going to get him, he’s gotta drive to his brother’s afta,
just chuck a U-ey here.’
After a good deal of bickering about the legality of performing U-turns in
the middle of a residential road, Ant and Damo managed to get the car
turned around and heading towards Leppington. Eventually, they were
turning left onto Cowpasture Road, at the intersection next to the Hungry
Jacks:
‘You see bro, the estate is literally one road away.’
‘Yea mate, cause Cowpasture is the smallest road of all time. If it weren’t
for this HJ’s and the other one in Hoxton Park, it’d be completely shit.
Actually, I can’t think of any other road around here that has two HJ’s on it.’
‘See, that’s why you should come to my place more often! Once you eat
your whopper from the first one you can get a sundae from the second one.’
‘Fuck you’re fat.’
‘Like you wouldn’t do it dickhead! When was the last time you were at
the gym?’
‘Like last week …’
‘Aaaaaaa, that’s what I thought, and you call me fat.’
Once they had passed the second HJ’s, from which they acquired their
third fast food meal of the day, the pair reached the end of Cowpasture
Road, and the beginning of Camden Valley Way.
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‘Here we go, beautiful Leppington! What’ve we got here? A bottle-o,
some grass, more grass on this side and, oh shit Damo, what’s that over
there? Ahh yea, more fucking grass.’
‘Look mate it’s nice and tranquil, alright?’
‘What’re you on about mate? You’ve got two things, a big fuck’n
cemetery and a pub, well done.’
‘Well I’m not burying you over here then mate you can fuck right off
back to Bonny.’
‘I will then!’
They had made it into Leppington’s network of estates which lined the
Valley Way. Danny was already out the front of Damo’s place, eagerly
awaiting their arrival.
‘Bout time yous got here.’
Danny was sitting on the hood of his car.
‘Would’ve been faster if this guy could drive.’
‘Fuck off, I gotta piss. I’ll be right back aye.’
Anthony ran into Damo’s house.
‘Got any ideas for tonight mate?’
‘Well, Eric wanted to chill tonight.’
‘Where at?’
‘His place.’
Damo’s brow furrowed. ‘Down in Camden? Fuck that bro, it’s like thirty
minutes away.’
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UNBEARABLE TUNES
Nix Hamilton
It’s not my love for him that keeps me standing here anymore—it’s the fear.
The fear that slithers over my bones, coiling them into place.
Whatever Matt decides, I can't move. Not anymore.
This sandy rock has claimed my will. The chasm is alive, its fingers
clutching at my shoulders and whispering sweet nothings in the gumtrees
behind me.
‘Do you feel it?’ Matt straightens.
‘Feel what?’
‘The pull.’
‘Yes.’ I feel it, but I’m disputing its claim over me.
‘Don’t let it create doubt – you’re good, Amity,’ Matt’s voice is now
smooth and unfettered. ‘Always have been – the darkness hasn't a place with
you. It has with me. It finds a home with me.’
‘Your home and my home, they're the same place … and I don’t let
darkness into my home. It … can’t survive there. There's too many lights for it
to survive.’
‘I've been trying so hard to not taint you. I didn’t want it finding you. I
needed you hidden away. Not here. You shouldn't be here.’ He finally looks
up from where his toes meet the sandstone and where the sandstone meets
the drop. He looks now towards the city lights – like he just punched me in
the stomach.
I breathe in, frustrated that I can’t connect. Years of trying, and our
thoughts still drift, still remain chasms apart. Chasms. Or perhaps just the
one. The one immediate chasm. One that’s real and here and ready to
swallow us both.
‘I have no idea who you think I really am,’ I say. The icy wind seizes my
words, rubbing them against each other until they slip. ‘In case you've
forgotten … I never even asked about your mum. Maybe when I was young,
naive, it was an excuse. You can't taint what's already tainted. Matt, I was a
bad friend.’ Finally, the truth. I muster the courage to look up, my body
shaking uncontrollably now. ‘But at least now … I’m doing better.’
‘Looking at the darkness.’ Matt turns and I naturally do the same. His
eyes reach out for me.
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The breeze plays with the collar of his jacket, the sadness soaks his
eyes; the face of my friend, scarred by life.
One shoulder spasms in a shrug. ‘It’s where you are,’ I whisper,
working hard to keep my shakes from swaying me the wrong way, trying to
keep myself balanced when the hands of the chasm are winding through my
sweaty hair, toying with what it wants.
A few bats dart past the gorge in front. Black silhouettes. Wings like
broken umbrellas. I feel my equilibrium slipping and then Matt grips my
hand, warm and smooth. I hold my breath. Does he want to take me? Is that
what he wants? For both of us? Over and out?
A butterfly. Like a butterfly. Light. Beautiful. Sparkly light. Warm hand.
Sandy ground. Blackness beneath us, stretching. Endlessly. Light pricking the
horizon, sky pricked. Light feet. Can I let go? I should.
No. I grip his warmth, fierce. I can’t. He needs to know – I am his friend.
I am here. Finally, I am here.
The darkness creeps along the sides of my eyes; blackness stretching
out its fingers. Reaching, pulling, seeking.
Matt disappears from sight and I swallow my scream. Lungs collapsing.
My arm is pulled and my feet stagger back, away from the lights, away from
the beckoning blackness. My palm flinches within his, then shakes. His hand
grips harder, pulling me further away. The great expanse of nothingness
exorcised of its power. My lungs fill with short, panicky bursts as I turn to
Matt. His eyes are fixated on the cliff edge.
Wide, empty eyes.
My vision swims.
We reach the shaking trees and Matt copies them, copies me. I step
into his space, cradling his freezing face between my palms. He falls into me,
arms slack, shoulders hunched. I sag under his weight and his knees buckle,
mine don't hold out much longer.
We fall in unison, knees jarring against sticks and fragments of rock. My
arms wrap around him so completely that we’re more one than two.
I jerk out a bitter, relieved, mournful cry.
My heart and his brokenness scrape against one another like two trees
caught in the wind, composing a unique and unbearable tune.
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FRESH
Victoria A. Cartwright
Land smells right again
after the night's flooding. Sun
is rising among the still grey
clouds. Wind flows through the variety
of trees, birds dancing on the
soft currents. Winged singers
gather on balcony rails in the wary
need of food gifted by the
occasional human.
In return, I am woken by their
calling as the sun dawns. Beams
break the line of grey to meet with
eyes dimmed by sleep.
Still quiet in this neighbourhood
with children dreaming past the
start of day, no loud shrieks have
dented the peace as yet.
I would wander back to an easy
nap but the cats have decided otherwise.

MOON. PEACE. BETWEEN.
C.A. Broadribb
You somehow feel drawn to the metal structures on the top of the hill. They
give you a tingling sensation, as if they’re emitting something. A magnetic
force? Radiation? Magic?
The three structures are subtly different. They all have octagonal metal
legs with a flat beam balanced on them. However, the first structure has the
word “Moon” etched into the beam, and a half-sphere rests on top of it. The
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structure behind it is labelled “Peace”, and bears a long, thin tube next to a
metal ball. The last structure, some distance behind it, is intriguingly labelled
“Between”, and has another tube, pointing in a different direction, and a
rocket-shaped object.
You step between the legs of the first structure – and gasp in
amazement. You’re no longer in a park but are standing on top of a rocky
mountain gazing out over a grey landscape of hills, boulders, craters and
crevices. The sky is completely black, and the sun is blindingly white. You feel
light, almost weightless. There’s no air, and you have no idea how you can
breathe, yet you do.
Something just above the horizon catches your eye: a huge blue and
brown globe covered in wisps of white. It gleams against the darkness.
So this is real. You’re far away from your normal life, with all of its
worries, frustrations, and disappointments. There’s nobody around, and
you’re free to do anything. You step forward. Dust shoots up near your feet
then falls straight back down. You start running down the mountainside,
leaping over boulders and gullies, exhilarated.
By the time you’ve reached the bottom, your excitement has begun to
dissipate. The landscape is so monotonously grey. There’s nothing to look at
but rocks. There’s little to do but walk around. Everything is eerily silent.
You’ve left your past behind, but what sort of future do you have?
The metal structure is still visible on the top of the mountain. If you had
wandered any further, you would have lost sight of it and might not have
been able to find it again. You clamber back up the rocky slope, run through
the structure … and fall onto the grass in the park, suddenly heavy and
awkward. You drag yourself to your feet and look around. Everything seems
to be normal again.
You consider leaving the place, but the “Peace” structure catches your
eye. It sounds appealing. Surely nothing bad can happen if you explore it. You
take a deep breath, and walk through it.
Mist rises from the ground, swirling all around you, obscuring
everything. Some of it gets into your mouth, and tastes sickly sweet. Then it
clears away, and you find yourself in a forest glen. Broad-leafed plants tower
up into the sky. Many of the leaves bear small dome-shaped structures made
of grasses bound together with cobwebs. Brightly coloured creatures flitter
amongst the greenery. At first, you think that they’re insects or
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hummingbirds, but they turn out to be people: tiny, winged women wearing
dresses made of flower petals.
A woman in a yellow dress hovers near you, carrying an acorn cupule
filled with seeds. She throws handfuls at you while giggling. They glitter, and
then disappear. You suddenly feel drowsy and sit down, slumping against a
tree. A wonderful calmness envelops you. You don’t have to do anything,
because you don’t need or want anything. Nothing matters anymore. You can
remain in this lovely place forever. Closing your eyes, you start to drift off …
You jolt upright. What were you thinking? This isn’t right. The metal
structure nestles in the trees behind you. You hastily crawl over and pass
through it.
You’re back in the park, sitting on the grass. The peaceful feeling has
faded away. The third structure, the one ambiguously labelled “Between”,
faces you from a distance. You hesitate, then make your way over to it and
walk through it.
At first, nothing happens. You’re still in the park, standing near some
bushes, looking at a cobweb glistening in the sunshine. Then you notice
cobwebs everywhere: on the trees, shrubs, weeds, grass, and even your legs.
They seem to multiply while you’re not watching. Soon sticky strands cover
your body. The more you try to brush them off, the more they cling to you.
They creep over your face and become so dense that you can’t see anything
else.
You breathe deeply, and try to relax. They’re only cobwebs. It makes no
sense to let them overwhelm you. As you remain still, they gradually begin to
dissolve. Eventually, all that’s left is a sticky residue on your skin.
Now you feel better. The sun is warm. Wind rustles the tree leaves. Birds
tweet and screech in the distance. It’s a beautiful day.

Images Opposite
(Above) Seascape by Marina Robins: Oceans, places to explore,
journeys made, places and people discovered or just stop relax be
mindful, experience the sand and water.
(Below): Illustration of Moon. Peace. Between. by C.A. Broadribb
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Dusk (above) and Sky Light (below)
by Micha Salloum
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BAD, BOY + HONOR
Jason Gray
Red dot disappears into black square. White numbers flash, seconds tick
forward. Recording. Bathroom door is locked. Steam-streaked mirrors and
lopsided green-and-white tiles and miscellaneous grooming junk. Percy
stands in the centre, barefoot on the drain, smartphone above his head
covering his palm, an extension of his olive wrist.
‘C---,’ says Percy into his phone screen at around 4:30am. Just audible
enough to record, not loud enough to disturb his mother and sister's sleep.
‘I’m as high as the universe!’
Percy is sober. No current medications. No alcohol or illicit party drugs
from rare delvings in his blood. Feels more himself mimicking hard-arse
regional mates on camera rather than playing the role of himself in zombie
offline time.
Now.
‘Oi. Dude! Where’d you go?!’
Percy's spine catches her crackled-audio yell from the desktop screen,
his bedroom. Percy and Honor have been Skyping every night this week.
Honor is basically a regional mate, lives out in B---- Granges, forty-five away
from Percy's family home in Carlingford, when not bed- or couch-surfing.
Reckons she’s never sober, lives a prescribed life otherwise. Honor rips on
him again – way too respectful, city-boy, jokes he should do something bad.
Shake off the shackles. She would join him.
Percy yells back that they should stalk his creepy former doctor at his
hippie commune. Honor doesn’t reply.
‘Now, doctor!’ Percy says into his phone, 'I’m gonna make you watch
who you hate: ME!’
‘"ME!" Bah-haha-ha!’ mimics Honor, laughter scratching audio. 'And it's
"whom"!'
Percy’s stomach warms to an ache. He grimace-grins and scratches his
furry goatee that doesn't join moustache to chin. He thumbs the black
square. Recording off. He stumbles back to the black leather computer chair.
‘You nerdy, bogan, narcissistic, American – ’ Percy pauses, 'baby!'
Honor covers the screen to protect her identity and swears she’s gonna
murder his mean, hypocritical ass.
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'Stalking your doctor?' Honor's palm disappears, revealing her tanned
Anglo face flushed in a closed-mouth grin. 'That's so bad. I love it.'

*
Percy sits under fluorescent lights and between the white walls of the
doctor’s office.
‘Alright. Homie,’ says Dr Patrick in his syrupy Canadian accent, giving the
ancient grey computer screen one last stare. He flips his flushed, peanut face
and grimace-grin at Percy. He adjusts his rainbow Etsy headband.
‘So, um, yeah.’ Percy scratches black ringlets of his soccer-player mop
hair, adjusts fluffy black-and-white hoodie with Pikachus all over it, snaps the
hair-tie on his wrist and breathes in deep. 'I guess, I should mention I’m
thinking about my party – potential party, yeah.’
Percy had shelved his suicide plan, a 21st birthday statement, when
Honor went into rehab.
‘Yes, well, give it a crack,’ says Dr Patrick. ‘Have you thought any more
about treatment? The Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing
Therapy? There’s also the Electro-Convulsive Therapy?’

*
‘Wait,' said Percy, 'hippies don’t have guns, right?’
Percy hulks the wheel of his dad's dusty 1987 Falcon XF stationwagon
around the dirt-and-rock Goulburn road lined by Google-able high trees
towards the yurt farm (yurt: enclosed gazebo).
‘No, but my brothers do. ‘Murica!’ says Honor, cranking the seat
backwards, designer black thongs falling to grassy carpet, thumbs gripping
the straps of her grey pinafore. ‘Hid them in a surfboard under a yurt. Guess
which?! So, boy – you ever leave me … we-ell, I also have stalking ability.’
Honor is always shock and awe, a US missile strike. Today she was so
sharp, and up, the whole way south. Percy wonders if she's cool, what she's
on.
But he says: ‘Stalking is your best feature.’
'I know,' says Honor. 'Changed my mind about your being bad too. I'll
have to do it.'
Percy brakes two feet from the splintery gate to the yurt farm. A faceless
scarecrow guards the shell of truck-ute hybrid. Rusty, burnt-out, plane-crash
style.
Honor shoves her black beanie over her ears. Percy stares back over the
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wheel, away from the dayshine of her gummy grin, her most obvious feature,
as she shuts the ghost-creak of the passenger door.
‘Whoo! You wait,' she yells back. 'I shall return only if I’m out of texting
range. Don't come inside – the doctor will see you. Record me going in only.
Then switch off. And go! Argh!'
Red dot disappears into black square. Percy looks up to see Honor’s
designer thongs. Behind the scarecrow. Through the dirty windscreen – and
on his phone. He thumbs the black square, recording off, opens the driver
door slowly, in case Honor somehow hears, and brushes scarecrow's
shoulder.
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WAS THAT YOU?
Danny Draper
Was that you?
Brief growl and thaw
Contrail tick and silent gone,
Linger, wisp flecks, back to work
Sydney to Frankfurt via Hong Kong
Or wherever exploring leads,
The internet is slow again
And the printers won’t connect,
Dining: Lunch
Salami and risoni pasta salad and
Stir fried pork, black pepper, broccoli, pepper and steamed Jasmine rice
or
Pan-fried fish, green beans, parsley potatoes and chive sauce
or
Penne with tomato sauce (vegetarian),
Need a stretch, neck and back sore
Eyes watering from typing at the screen
Down stairs to stretch
Check mail with cat and dog then lunch
A week’s leftovers lottery
Chance morsels or mortality
This fridge needs a good clean out,
Heading northwest
Over Homebush, then Woodville Road,
our home a pixel
Indeterminable stitch in fabric
Prospect then Penrith
Bells Line of Road, Lake Burragarang
Onto country, home, but unfamiliar,
Another query, ‘I’m not in!’
Snowy lazily wakes, barking judgement
Frenzied sentencing for usual disturbances
Sad men on boisterous motorbikes
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Cursed with overcompensation,
‘We are experiencing a patch of turbulence.’
‘Please remain seated with seatbelts fastened.’
‘Cabin Crew please take your seats!’
Fuselage wobbles, defiant engines roar
Windows rattle from vibrations
Country passes, wheat torn and scrub
Ephemeral estuaries slither and shed
Resting for aeons on tired ground,
Reports to write for classes and trees
Will work again this weekend
Just maybe, then catch up
Go down stairs, across the courtyard
A plane ascending its arc
Briefly cries from a southerly headwind
Back into the house for a cuppa,
Clouds conceal country
A few voices murmur
Within glare fixed pale ether
Window shutters dip
Another late one tonight
A plane grates the silence before curfew,
Meaning slips from time,
‘Are you still up there?’
Was that you?
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AIRFLOW
Šime Knežević
We have all taken our seats on the M5 ramp, westbound.
And from the ramp upward the sky clocks-off its blueness,
one by one another star burns through.
Our neediness beams doubly here, like two hands
locating whatever is immediate to touch.
My home lives in a mindless fuzz, too tired, too hungry
to be anything in particular. And it could be mid-week,
it could be the end of the week, but it feels like
we’ve been sat here forever and a week,
moving at a glacial drip into the tunnel with the heat on.

Dandelion Wish
Make a wish upon
my hands with the
cool breeze from
above
Belinda Curby
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A BUSH, BARELY BURNING
Annie XY Zhang
This winter, the oranges are rotten.
Ba has always been the one who tends to the yard. He is prouder of his
winter melons than his own children and lovingly waters the aloe vera plants
every week. But the orange tree is his favourite. It was a scraggly scrap of
bark that barely bore fruit when we first moved to this house, but under his
solicitous trimming and fertilising, it grew tall and tenacious, a cluster of
strong boughs and fanning leaves. The oranges came every winter, bright
fiery orbs hanging fat and low on those life-giving branches, crowned in halos
of white flowers. Ba used to pluck them from their stalks and insert a
fingernail under the skin to peel it from the pith, separating each segment
like petals of flesh.
This winter, Ba’s days have been spent in a hospital bed rather than the
backyard. When Ma, Gege and I visit, we all clasp hands and close our eyes.
Ma prays in Mandarin –
zhu’a, rang ta you yonggan de xin. Gege, follows in English, murmuring
prettily of the heart like the student pastor he is. Then it’s my turn. I stumble,
reluctant and embarrassed. Dear God. Please keep my dad safe during the
operation. Amen.
When it’s Ba’s turn to pray, I feel his hand shaking in mine.
The next day, Ba goes into the operating theatre. Around the same time,
Ma discovers that a plague of blackflies have converged on the orange tree.
Over the next week, they feast on its leaves and sap. The oranges that do
grow are smaller than those of previous years, and their skin is pitted and
faded in colour.
Ba comes home at last, thinner than ever and still covered in tubes. He
follows a strict diet, goes to the bathroom at least once every hour, and farts
often and involuntarily.
I pluck one of the oranges and cut it open, finding it filled with worms.
Ma and I wage war with insecticides and pruners, clearing away branch after
branch until the poor tree is half its original size. Ba does not see any of this—
he locks himself in the garage most days, watching Qing dynasty dramas and
coming out only to go to the bathroom. He avoids the yard for weeks until
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one day as I’m watering his vegetables, I turn to find him making a slow lap of
the yard, a thin figure in a puffy coat, dappled in shadow and sun.
I bring us both fold-out chairs and we sit beside the winter melons,
drinking in the light. His eyes reach out across the long length of our yard and
settle on the unadorned branches of the orange tree. Ma and I have just
unfurled a fresh layer of fertiliser over its roots.
Jinnian bu hui jieguo le. Keneng kuai si le, he says. It won’t be bearing
fruit this year. It’ll probably die soon.
I look at Ba’s hands. They have always been rough and calloused from all
the gardenwork he does, but when the cancer came and went and came
again, his skin started growing loose around his bones. His fingers are thin,
and fungus splits his nails. The cuticles are broken half-moons and eczema
itches angry red at the soft flap between thumb and forefinger. Ba’s knuckles
are perpetually coming apart at the ridges, and his palms are hewn with dry
white lines.
I don’t know if I believe in God, but when I look back at the orange tree,
now half of what it once was, my lips form a silent prayer. Dear God. Can Ba
not die yet. Please. Thank you.

*
It takes a year, but it happens.
They’re late this time. We see no colour all winter, but the white flowers
arrive in August, blooming from buds to bulbs. And then, at last, at long living
livid last—the oranges are here. They return to the tree (not a lot but
enough) bright freckled moons garishly on fire, bobbing amidst the lush dark
of the leaves (not as many as I’d hoped but enough). When Ba sees, he smiles
wide. (So enough)
Ba tries peeling one. His fingers slip and slide; his nails fail to pierce the
skin. So I—I use the knife. Upon the old scars of the chopping board, I incise
the fruit open into a cross section of itself, oozing veins of sweet. I cut the
flesh into eight pieces for luck, and the largest is my offering to Ba. I watch as
he bites into it, juice bleeding down his chin. Hao, he says, and my heart
wants to burst. It’s good.
Outside, the oranges glow in the gathering dark, little embers on a bush,
barely burning –
but burning.
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God Does Not Need a Paint Brush – Siham Chamoun
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SHOAL CRAFT
Alexander Donoghue
The salt-water pool in Shellharbour still reeks of rotten seaweed and the
green grime that lines its edges. The surrounding rock plateaus made from
lava flow millennia ago, gleam with a tinge of purple. There’s a small grassy
knoll leading to the terracotta brick hut housing the change rooms that smell
of stale salt and chlorine. The steel railings that fence the pool off from the
ocean, to stop kids from being pulled out with the swell during stormy seas,
are coated with salt from the sea spray. The people here are like the pool.
Still the same. The coffee isn’t. It used to be good. It tastes bitter, burnt and
mixed with sour milk, but it does the job. If I don’t get my morning coffee I
feel like honey pouring off a spoon. The only light comes from the sky
reflecting light off the sun slumbering over the horizon, leaving the sea steelblue like storm clouds. It’s nice holding two cups of coffee, it keeps the hands
warm. The only living things around are the Shellharbour Dolphins, a bundle
of middle-aged guys in budgie smugglers and blue and yellow swimmers’
caps, doing laps in ice water till their skin is ashen blue.
The only sound is that of splashing water and chill wind. Finally, out of
the dawn light hobbles a man from the empty streets behind the change
rooms. He is wearing a black t-shirt and jeans huddled beneath a thick iron
jacket, neatly pressed. His hair does not match the neatness of his clothes:
long matted dark hair swaying in the breeze with some strands caught
against his salt and pepper stubble. As he stumbles past, he towers over me
in spite of his hunched back. His right shoulder slumps heavily down his side
and makes him deformed. He stares at me. His face looks anaemic and
vacant, but his eyes, crystal clear sapphire blue, seem to know that I cannot
go home until he is done. I hold out the second cup of coffee. As he takes it,
I feel his callous hands brush against mine like sandpaper scraping away my
skin.
I’ve been watching him for weeks now. Every day I come down here with
two cups of burnt coffee and sit on the knoll to watch him work. He’s been
sculpting. Some days he brings nothing with him and just uses the bits of
driftwood or the shells or rocks that litter this place like cigarette butts. Some
days he brings things: nails, marble, paint, a goat’s skull.
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When he limps down he eyes the shoals in the water, and reaching his
sculpture, sits on a used can of grey paint, dented and dripping with ice, and
sets to work, every, single, day. No one else watches him, or even seems to
notice him. Maybe that’s why I do, because someone should. I’ve watched
him work through sunshine and rain and volcanic plumes. Even when a
vicious storm destroyed his art, he simply started again, working with the
broken pieces left behind.
His sculpture is truly deformed. From a distance it passes for something
human, but the closer you get, the less human it seems. Goat hooves for feet
and scaled flesh run along sections of its body like scars. It’s not proportioned
correctly, with a torso and head that are far too bulky. In its chest, a gaping
hole reveals an empty cavity except for a twisted tree root where the heart
should be. The face is covered, hidden beneath cracked and gnarled hands.
The storm last week broke it, leaving it coated in cracks and fractures like a
woodworker’s varnish. The night breeze has not been kind either, covering
it in salt like leprosy. Still, I need to see him finish it.
He sips his coffee and doesn’t seem to mind the taste. I suppose he’s not
as picky as I am. I don’t know why I buy him coffee. I just feel like I owe him,
like some kind of fee for an exhibit, or just for the privilege of watching him.
After a few hours of his slow and steady sculpting the sun reaches noon and
his hands drop away. He stands, turns, and lumbers home, never glancing at
me.
I stare at what is left behind and cannot understand why he would leave
it so unfinished. I stumble down past the used coffee cups and dented paint
can. Standing in front of it, all the broken and inhuman in it crystallises.
Instead a marble angel embodied with gold, glimmering like mother of pearl
stands before me, its gentle hands hide tears as light splits its chest, showing
a twisted root of oak that, having broken, has finally sprouted anew.
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USING THE TOILET
Frances Gia Phung An
Urine trickles into the toilet bowl, some of it streaming down my thigh
because the seat is too high for me to sit with my thighs parallel to the floor.
I read graffiti on the door, trying to distract myself from the stench of faeces
in the next cubicle. A love heart drawn in marker surrounds “Kathy + Aaron +
Jessica”. “Why does he get two bitches?” is scrawled in biro under it, scratchy
as if drawn with a non-dominant hand. Someone else has written “is this wat
ur parents tort u?” the “u” partly covered by the laminated Campsie Centre
Management sign which states “please do not flush foreign objects down the
toilet”.
I startle at a belch that interrupts the pipes humming above. The stench
of vomit saturates the bathroom air. A cubicle door slams shut, making my
door hinge shake. Coughing and spluttering fills the cell beside mine. A pink
high heel swipes under the partition. My breathing shallows. I’ve read about
the trope “camping a crapper” in TV Tropes: it’s when someone waits for the
target to go to the bathroom before killing them. I imagine a talon gripping
my ankle from under the partition, then a bloodied woman’s face popping
out to rasp, ‘heeeeelllllppp meeee…’ I lift my feet off the floor.
Sure enough, a hand appears under the partition, pale and bony with
hot pink nails which look like claws. Yellow and red boluses splatter to the
ground near her wrist which sports a bracelet of plastic white beads. I
remember my older sister Alice telling me that “red” coughs are
emergencies, because “red” equals “blood”, and “blood” equals
“tuberculosis” – the woman has TB! I try to remember if TB is airborne – I
don’t think I ever asked because by then, Alice and I had started laughing
about this Chinese romance drama our dad once showed us. In the drama,
the male love interest coughed with an “ahem” into a tissue, widened his
eyes at the heart-shaped blob he had made before staggering to the floor.
‘How did he even cough up such a perfect heart shape?’ Alice choked, face
reddening as her smile extended from one side of her face to the other. I lean
away from the woman’s cubicle: if I catch whatever she’s got, I’ll be the one
coughing my heart up.
‘UUUUUEEEEAAAAAHHH!’ The woman’s nails scratch white tracks into
the tiles. I can still feel pee trickling out from between my legs – I can’t leave
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yet. I hear her let out a hoarse growl, and then a piercing splash in her toilet
bowl. A green-brown spot splats onto my forearm. I repeat to myself that it
must be the wasabi and soy sauce from my Salmon Lovers bento box while
my fingers scurry along the treadmill of toilet paper. Where does this roll
start?! My fingers run along the roll before I finger a torn section, then draw
out a strip of toilet paper. When I try to tear it at the jagged edge, it doesn’t
tear properly, so I end up yanking out an extra metre instead. I scramble to
haul the paper up as it floats towards her hand. I swipe away the greenbrown droplet, then stuff the excess paper under my butt and into the toilet
bowl.
‘URRRKK!’ The woman’s heel stretches halfway into my cubicle. Blue
veins pulse through her white calves. I pull up my shorts, throw my cubicle
door open and leap towards the sink. I slam the head of the tap, listening to
the woman’s spluttering behind me as water torrents down my hand. My
finger spasms on the soap dispenser. Only squeaks come out. I shake my
hands dry while scampering out of the public bathroom.
‘Thanks for minding,’ I utter, approaching my high school friend Lina.
She crosses her legs on a bench below the escalator that goes up to Campsie
Food Court. The chiffon fabric of her white dress drapes over her knees as
she taps on her phone.
‘That was fast.’ Lina drops the phone back into her bag, then slides my
backpack to me.
I sling my bag over my shoulder, ‘Green tea latte at Cherry Beans?’
‘Sure.’ She strings her handbag across her body. When we step onto the
escalator, I feel a spoke of poo pushing at the wall of my anus. I could’ve
forced it out if I had stayed in the bathroom a bit longer. I glance at Lina’s
side profile. She blinks behind her dark-rimmed glasses, black hair scooped
into low ponytail. I can’t tell her that I need the bathroom again, because
some crazy lady in the cubicle next to mine stopped me from “fully going
toilet”. I’ll just have to enjoy my drink with this bit of poo stabbing me on the
inside.
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STARTING AGAIN
fayroze
Let's start again
Where am I?
The taxi driver asks where I would like to go?
I replying the other side of the station
He answers in a snarky tone where the millionaires live
He is thinking of two streets in the other direction
From where I live
I say it’s not a house it’s an apartment
I say it’s a new one
So, he knows it’s not the slum lord walk-ups where the strata are not paid,
and the building made a shack filled with too many children and the
bedsheets and ethnic floral blankets strung over the balustrade and old
couches come makeshift lawn chairs that sit on the grass facing the street
Why would I choose the airless hijab and pressed white grey and pastel blue
thaub suburbs to the skin-tight face taught augmented realities and doctored
bodies of the East
Where the land meets sea
Where the ocean greets the skirt of the land the hem
Where I lived on the lace trim once
But my single thread has not been able to weave others into my fold into a
blanket to protect me from the perils of the eastern suburbs of the wealthy
hoarders the gaudy nouveau riche the white suburban kids playing hipster
with their newly found city politics gastro pubs craft beers fashionable beards
sporno puma singlets, their nipples high beaming in the summer the women
much the same in active wear Nike apparel pushing thousand dollar prams
with girlfriends whilst carrying their take away coffee cups
I know the truth of this place
The perils of the cold winter by the sea alone
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That my warm body alone with only his cold shoulder to rest my flushed
red face upon is not enough
And the soaring apartment that waits at the end of the trainline where my
brothers live
Knowing all that really matters
In the end is people
Near
Close
That love and care
That can tolerate my reclusive ways and difficult personality
My loud laughs
That I will make dinner for
And ask when I will be home
So, my dinner they make for me will be waiting for me in the oven.
رفيوز
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THE DAY THE TECHNOLOGY STOPPED
Jo Mularczyk
It was a Wednesday when the technology stopped. I know that because I was
halfway through my weekly skype with my sister when everything went
black. Weird the way memory works, I can even tell you exactly what she was
wearing at the time but I don’t know what day of the week my Mum died. In
my defense though, time has less meaning now. Schedules, calendars, dates,
they are all archaic concepts that have fallen into disuse. They belong to
before.
Nobody knows why it happened, or how. There have been plenty of
theories of course; they circulated frantically in the beginning. Conspiracy
theorists pointed the finger at an amorphous “Government Plot”; others
were more geographically specific, railing against the Americans, the
Russians, the Chinese. The corporate world blamed environmentalists,
declaring it a moralistic prank gone wrong. Others claimed it was divine
retribution for our excess and self-gratification. This group was ridiculed at
first but its numbers grew steadily with the severity of our plight. People
seemed to find it cathartic to believe we somehow deserved what had
happened, self-flagellation on a grand scale.
One of the most outlandish claims was that we had suffered an alien
infiltration. I guess they were waiting for Yancey’s four other waves to hit. My
personal favourite was the theory that we had suffered the “Pulse” from a
Stephen King novel called Cell. I refrained from pointing out that we hadn’t
suffered the zombie phase that followed the Pulse; people’s ability to
recognize humour vanished soon after the fade. That’s what we call it around
here – “the fade”. I don’t think it’s a good term myself, it sounds so gradual
and graceful, like something that happened organically. The reality was
sudden and brutal.
The how and why didn’t matter once things became bad. It was a long
time before people realised just how bad. At first everyone assumed it was a
temporary outage, a local problem. It wasn’t until people were able to travel
across regions and states that we realised it was nationwide. Then came the
day somebody claimed to have sailed from Europe. Ever the sophisticates,
Europeans, called it “the dark”. It’s impossible to know if the story was the
truth. Long gone are the instant news cycle and the globalisation we had all
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embraced. The world is an immense, unconnected place now. After the fade
came frustration and inconvenience – no internet, no mobile phones, no
electricity. Very soon we realised the other impacts, cars and trains with
computers wouldn’t run, elevators and automatic doors wouldn’t work.
I remember my horror when I first stumbled across plane wreckage in a
remote town and the realisation struck that aeroplanes used computers too.
But frustration and inconvenience won’t kill you. It was the systemic
failures that started to slowly do that. The hospital machinery that wouldn’t
work. Water purification, refrigeration, heating, cooling, sanitation were all
gone. Then there was the isolation. How many people lay in remote locations
quietly dying? My mother wasn’t isolated. She had me. In the end it was a
simple asthma attack that killed her. A nebuliser would have saved her but
the innovations of our time had meant these wouldn’t work without
electricity. In our drive to make life easier we had made ourselves completely
beholden to technology and so, like any structure, we crumbled without our
foundations. I bet there’s some Amish community in Pennsylvania thriving
and vindicated right now.
At school the teachers had called us 21st century learners. They had
developed us into strategic thinkers, a generation equipped to solve
tomorrow’s problems with technology that didn’t yet exist. What we needed
now were historians, thinkers who could solve problems using yesterday’s
solutions or people old enough to remember how things had been done
before technology had made everything “easier”. At night when I wait for
sleep to bring me temporary relief I wonder how many years it will take
before all that knowledge dies … one generation, two? And in the dark I
admit to the fear that I refuse to name in the daylight – we are killing each
other. The post-apocalyptic novelists were right, desperation breeds
violence.
I realised the breakdown in civilisation was complete the day I saw a
makeshift cross erected by the side of the road, grisly scene of a haphazard
crucifixion. The biblical connotations stayed with me – what form will our
salvation take? I believe it will be our past that saves us. And so I move from
town to town seeking yesterday. I speak to the elders who are willing and I
devour what knowledge I can in the libraries that remain. It helps to fill the
silence in my head. The world has a lot of silence now. I miss the noise.
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THE WAR WITHIN
Zena Maghchouch
Those sandy stonewalls shied away from the car, as its fresh coat of glossy
red paint struck against the ancient backdrop, its rubber tyres eating into the
gravel, the machinery reverberating, taunting the groaning city walls. We
peered through the flaking metal frame built into a round carved window.
I didn’t know which was older the metal or the stone. The metal was not
budging and the stone wasn’t caving. Our faces moulded into the breaks of
the metal bars, and our heads rubbed against each other to get a better look.
*
Tayta hit us with the tails of her broom, an extension to her sickly arms, and
then pointed it towards the hen house, just as the last hen scurried down the
road before us. We scrambled outside to catch them, our bare feet
pummeling hard onto the stony path. Franjeh ran ahead, he always had
longer legs than me, and I tried to keep up. A clucking sound from behind
Abu Ahmed’s wooden fruit cart stopped my pursuit, and crouching, I moved
slowly towards the cart. Brown feathers peeked through the side; she did not
notice me because she was pecking at a rotting tomato. As my arms shot out
to grab her, I heard Abu Ahmed swear, and Em Ali muttering as she grabbed
her son Sammi, ‘This thing kill all us.’ Anyone else on the street I could not
recall, because the dust smoked out around the car, and then settled onto
Franjeh’s still body. His long legs bent and mangled as if he had tried jumping
out of the way but his legs caught the full impact. The windshield was
cracked, caved into the shape of my friend’s head, and his blood could not be
seen on the car’s red coat, but I knew it was there.
*
Beads of sweat trickled down my back, running freely all the way down my
spine, liberated by the space between my loose shirt and skinny frame. A
stench of manure and burning wood clung to my nose, the smell all too
familiar to this small town, and the chickens followed my trail of
breadcrumbs. I bit into a labneh and zaytoon sandwich, the bread still
crunchy and warm from the oven pit, and yet it felt sandy on my tongue. My
Tayta had the carpet rolled when I walked through the door; she was
sweeping at the concrete floor with long twigs bound together by a piece of
rope. I stood by the round carved window so I wouldn’t be in her way.
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Outside I could see that red car, but now it was rustier than it was red. The
rocks cackled underneath the moving tyres, and the loose wheels scraped
against the car’s metal frame as it bounced across the bigger rocks. The
children scattered when the roaring engine echoed off the high stonewalls
that confined the path to walk straight. The mouth of the car knocked down
the stacks of stones the kids piled up to try and compete with the tall city
walls, and they scattered in different directions just as the kids had.
*
Em Ali had left and taken little Sammi with her. She said she had a relative up
north she would stay with for a while but I didn’t think she was coming back.
*
The car was resting on an angle, no longer could it move, with one wheel
completely missing and the others stripped of their rubber. Tayta had
stripped them and used them to plant her parsley and tomatoes, because we
did not have a lawn to grow things. The chickens would sit in the car and peck
at the leather, and then the town cats would send them clucking back home.
Bullet holes tattooed the car’s body entirely, and if the kids could pry the
bullets from its sharp flayed skin it was surely a prize, they would even trade
it for coin with the shopkeepers.
*
The roll up of tanks was deafening, as were the heavy boots of men slamming
down in an orderly beat, or maybe that was my heart, I wouldn’t know. Tayta
would always be tired – maybe because she had lost too much weight. This
morning she was staring outside, her legs quivering beneath her and yet her
back remained stiff and stubborn. Her broom was clutched tightly in her right
hand, her knuckles sharp, the sunspots and swelling veins dotting her hands,
counting all her years. She once told me if you follow the lines in the palm of
your hand it will lead you to the doors of paradise. I used to believe her, but
how could I now, when she keeps telling me everything is fine and yet her
eyes glass over each time. My Tayta isn’t much of a talker but when our door
gets kicked in, she whispers ‘lebnan khalas,’ (Lebanon is finished). ‘Lebnan
khalas,’ she repeats slowly to herself as a tear steams down her weathered,
coarse face. By now that car sits outside our window, no more than a
skeleton littering the tight road, beside the shell pieces and fallen rubble
from the tall walls.
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HAUNTED ONTOLOGIES OF DESIRE
Morgana Ladrina
Once upon a time, on a Taurus full moon during the month of Scorpio, a low
humming moan escaped from the earthly hollows in the cracks and crevices
of the mines.
It rose, slowly. Invisible vapours crept up, up, up against the jagged
edges of the sunken pit.
Like a hundred wolves kept captive and starved behind the master's
fence, the moan grew to a painful whimper, and soon, a resounding howl.
Bats flapped leather wings across graveyards, blackened with age and
the torments of the grave. Dung beetles and scorpions scurried into dank,
dark spaces. Lovers roared in wrath and fury for passed ones who never
came home.
Widows scratch their faces, dig their fingernails into the freshly covered
funeral mounds of their sons shot in the war in the Gulf.
The vapours rise in the east, rise in the west. Smouldering, sacred water
wells and hot springs bubble and boil the lily-white flesh of nude bathers on
summer holidays under cloudy, ominous skies.
A primordial longing. A fiery, slow-burn.
Hades roaring for Persephone in the Spring.
Ereshkigal raging at Nergal for his return.
Shamhat calling Enkidu back to Life.
250 million years of ancestors’ stories cry out at colonial crimes. La
Llorona haunts little children with her incessant, agonising grief. She scowls in
the streets, long past midnight – aeons of scouring for her long-dead kin.
The Dark Lady rocks her white-mummy child still kept in his death
shroud. A cello screeches a schizophrenic minuet in C.
A planetary exhale 600 billion years old. Baffles scientists and deified
logics. Spectres of desire now just speckles of invisible dust and polite-isms
spoken in societies of the intelligentsia.
Candlelight dinners in Marrickville belie the carbon rushing through
copper, gushing with energy. Chaos and unexpected upheaval in the North.
Volcanoes erupting, cruel conundrums of coal.
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1000 gigatonnes of CO2 promise access to energy for 300 million people
in India who've never stood beneath a hot shower. Who've never had a
hospital treatment or the human dignity of a voice heard.
Coal takes 600 million people out of dire poverty in China for the first
time ever. Wealthy activists yell ‘stop the mines' in Germany but cannot tell
their lovers the depth of their sorrow and longing.
Middle aged men growl into microphones, paint their faces like demons
and promise no mercy for bigotry and hatred.
Morphine addicts doubled over their churning guts write desire on
carbon-fuelled technologies but know nothing is resolved without the
wisdom of the flesh.
Gaseous groans lie on blood stained sheets in putrid hospital beds.
Saline solution infusions give hydration for more tears to bear the cruel,
unending loneliness.
‘Green obsidian extracted from Argentina opened my heart,’ she cried.
The vapours rise in the South.
(This forms part one of the desire that I try and withhold (from you).)
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THE REASSIGNMENT
Peter Lewis
I sit for a moment, tired, cranky, gathering my thoughts and desperately in need
of a shower, before making a grab for the car door handle and yanking it open. I
had not slept well the night before, having left Sydney at 3:00 am, the graveyard
time of the day. What a start to my reassignment.
‘Focus,’ I murmur to myself under my breath, ‘focus.’ I stand still for a
moment with my eyes closed, gently breathing in, then out, in, and then out.
Soon I feel calmer and more in control and I open my eyes.
I walk over to Detective Luke Johnson who stands by the police outer
boundary tape. We were “introduced” just 30 minutes earlier when I arrived at
the station to find him rushing out to a local crime scene.
‘Good morning, I’m Detective Eve Arcadia. And you are …?’ I had proffered
my hand accompanied with what I hoped was a smile, not a grimace masking the
ache behind my eyes.
He ignored my hand muttering brusquely, ‘My new shadow, morning to you
too, Detective. I’m Detective Johnson – call me Luke – we need to rush – it’s a
house fire. For now take your car and follow me. We’ll sort out the formalities
later.’
A new quiet job in “Hicksville” – sorry, Jurrumbuck – where nothing was
supposed to happen ...
*
‘So, I’m the stranger in these parts, can you give me some local knowledge
before we go on-site?’ I speak with as much staccato as I can muster. Shadow!
We were equals!
‘Okay, so the firies received a call 8:30 this morning from a neighbouring
property reporting smoke and flames. This area is all smallholdings, small farms
ranging anywhere from 5 up to about 60 acres. This place is the Hickson’s, but
Old John and his wife Hilda are overseas at the moment, I am reliably informed.
It is supposed to be vacant but the firies say go straight to the master bedroom.’
Johnson points to a table with disposable protective over-suits, shoes,
gloves and masks just within reach inside the crime scene inner boundary
exclusion tape.
Thanks,’ I say and suit up.
I follow him under the tape through what remains of the front door frame.
The house has been made of timber and the whole structure was well on the
way by the time the firies had arrived. Even as I had been pulling up in my car,
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the aftermath of smoking embers was stinging my eyes and my nose was
smarting.
With the sound of our feet scrunching on the smouldering, wet charcoal, we
make our way down to the end of what remains of the hallway. The still present
smoke is forming weaving tendrils, poking at my stinging eyes.
Walking through the bedroom doorframe, at first glance little remains. Then
my eyes go to the bed, metal-framed, mattress completely incinerated with the
remains of a body, charred, gnarled and curled up on the sprung mattress base.
‘Any thoughts, Johnson?’ I ask.
‘God knows, could be a suicide, could be a squatter. But we are so far out in
the sticks here – I can’t think why anyone would want to squat so far from town.
And you?’
‘I always approach crime scenes with an open mind – if I start thinking
suicide or squatter – then that stops me really looking. That is all I can say really.’
Johnson smiles, ‘Wiser than I then Arcadia. Out here we see our fair share of
suicides by the farmers. We tend to get in a rut and think – and another one.’
Johnson stretches out his hand to me.
‘Let’s start again, eh? Sorry for the short shrift I gave you back at the
station. You must have had an early start – and not the best introduction to
country life. Let’s do coffee and paracetamol once we’re done, eh!’
I smile and shake his gloved hand. ‘Good morning Detective Johnson.’
‘Luke,’ he hurriedly replies.
‘Eve,’ I respond.
‘So Eve, let’s examine the scene.’
I return to the doorway and see the fire chief is at the front entrance. ‘Were
the front door and bedroom door open or closed?’ I ask him.
‘Front door locked from the inside, as far as we can tell, the bedroom closed
Ma’am.’
‘Were there any other points of entry for the deceased?’
‘From the fire destruction hard to tell Ma’am!’
I turn back to Luke.
‘What do you think about this, Eve?’ he asks and points to a metal trunk.
I carefully open the trunk and we cast our eyes on an old-fashioned biscuit
tin, not as burnt as the rest of the house. Gently opening the tin, I see furled
papers – it’s my handwriting. I suddenly feel breathless, dizzy and am shaking
uncontrollably – I must be going into shock.
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SHARE IF YOU AGREE
Kate Brown
Friends like flies
on my Facebook wall
swarm
with dis/approval,
screen fed highs
filtered of lows
A thousand words
from each frame of mine
speak in your voice
telling stories
complete
as reading a book
by the titles within
In other “news”
I’ve filtered my words,
my face,
to signal virtues
diluted from ugly thoughts
your avatar doesn’t have either
If only being humble
could be so instantly shared

Opposite: ZW Judge (2009 -13) Fiona Wright’s latest publication
Giramondo October, 2018 https://giramondopublishing.com
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COMMENTS BY ARTISTS that didn’t fit in elsewhere:
Linda Marsden re her front cover image: artist impression of Western Sydney
at night inspired by view from plane landing at Mascot.
Dona Samson Zappone re her image on inside front cover:
Printed on A4 size Cynotype Photographic paper with crafty objects, leaves,
peacock feather, ferns and left in the sun for a few minutes’ exposure.
Marina Robins commenting on her artwork opposite:
This image is made up of many threads. I’ve used threads that were left over
from different projects and made an image of a face. I took that image and
extracted a small section of the face. I used that section to weave together
a completely new image. The same works with thoughts. Individuals may use
the same words but weave them together differently …
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THREADS OF THOUGHT—Marina Robins
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